
INTRODUCTION
If we are talking about youth, today’s youth is very conscious about their things if it is their

gadgets or dress up; they are all concern about new updates. Young ones are modern but no longer
free from problems. Dressing up can take extra effort, but it also feels good, especially if you receive
extra compliments. There is a real connection between clothing and mood. Researchers determined
from the results that there is a possibility that wearing certain clothes can affect emotional states. The
strong link between clothing and mood state suggests we should put on clothes that we associate
with happiness, even when feeling low. Today girls are like to wear jeans or modern dresses as they
watched their favorite stars are wearing those. Most of the girls are loved to wear latest stuff and may
get stressed if they can’t. Girls studying in private school vary in choices of dresses from girls
studying in government schools. It is found that wearing jeans may responsible for stress in school
going girls. Many researchers show that cloths are bigger problem among women for depression or
frustration.  Dressing up can be reason for frustration among most of the young girls. Most importantly,
a research suggests that we can dress for happiness, but that might mean ditching the jeans. In the
study, 51% of females would wear jeans when they felt sad or depressed, and only 33% of them would
wear jeans when they felt happy or positive. (Rheyanne Weave, 2012). Jeans are so ubiquitous
everyone seems to have a pair; girls on average have eight pairs each. It is interesting that many girls
wear them a lot but there is still a variation according to mood. Girls are facing issues in choosing dress
(jeans) for their wardrobe because of certain reasons. School going girls are even facing stress due to
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ABSTRACT
Dressing up is an art, which is favourite to all, and when it comes to girls, it looks top in their lists. Wearing
variety of clothes is somehow depending upon area and locality of individual. Girls studying in private
schools are supposed more trendy in terms of wearing western clothes as we can say jeans are very
common and popular among girls these days and issue of being in frustration arrived due to wearing or not
wearing jeans. Frustration scale is used over 60 girls in whom 30-30 is from private and government
schools respectively, 15 each specifically wearing/not-wearing jean. While studying the facts described in
the scale and with the help of t-test, it was found that there is a significant difference between level of
frustration among jeans/non-jeans of both private and government schools. It may due to peer pressure,
inferiority complex due to body shapes or parental issues. So it may consider that outlooks or dressing
affect emotional health of the individual.
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